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Abstract
We present an interactive approach to analyse flow fields using a new type of particle system, which is composed of autonomous
particles exploring the flow. While particles provide a very intuitive way to visualize flows, it is a challenge to capture the
important features with such systems. Particles tend to cluster in regions of low velocity and regions of interest are often
sparsely populated. To overcome these disadvantages, we propose an automatic adaption of the particle density with respect to
local importance measures. These measures are user defined and the systems sensitivity to them can be adjusted interactively.
Together with the particle history, these measures define a probability for particles to multiply or die, respectively. There is
no communication between the particles and no neighbourhood information has to be maintained. Thus, the particles can be
handled in parallel and support a real-time investigation of flow fields. To enhance the visualization, the particles’ properties
and selected field measures are also used to specify the systems rendering parameters, such as colour and size. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach on different simulated vector fields from technical and medical applications.

Keywords: flow visualization, scientific visualization, visualization, real-time rendering

ACM CCS: Visualization [Human-centered computing]: Visualization application domains–Scientific Visualization

1. Introduction

The increasing complexity and size of data in computational fluid
dynamics make suitable analysis tools for domain experts in-
evitable. Thereby, particle-based techniques generally provide easy-
to-understand methods for flow visualization complementing static
images as, for example, streamlines. However, the number of used
particles and their seeding positions are crucial for the effective-
ness and efficiency of the visualization. There is a general trade-
off between sparse seeding reducing clutter with a high chance of
missing features and dense seeding, which increases clutter but is
less likely to miss features. However, dense seeding also does not
guarantee that no features are missed since particles tend to cluster
in regions of low velocity or convergent behaviour, while regions
with high velocity or divergent behaviour are under-sampled. By
introducing a system of autonomous particles we target both as-
pects, decreasing the particle density in regions of less interest and
increasing the sampling rate in regions of interest automatically dur-
ing run-time. The resulting set of particles can be considered as a
smart sampling of the flow. Compared to classic particle systems,

it highlights features without explicitly controlling particle density,
which would corrupt the highly parallel nature of the underlying
algorithms. Instead, the density is controlled by particle-events like
birth, death and spawning new particles based on local field informa-
tion, for example, divergence or rotation and few particle properties
like its energy level. The approach supports interactive data explo-
ration without requiring pre-computation or complex field analysis.
It is a compromise between efficient interactive direct visualiza-
tion and a feature-based exploration. Our main contributions are as
follows:

� A new particle-based method, which adapts its density auto-
matically to the complexity of the underlying flow highlighting
important features while still providing context information.

� Non-trivial GPU-based implementation for all algorithmic parts,
which enable interactive frame rates even for large particle sets.

� An interactive framework for analysis and exploration of vector
fields in real-time. Few intuitive parameters provide direct control
over the behaviour of the particle set during run-time.

c© 2018 The Authors
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2 W. Engelke et al. / Autonomous Particles

We demonstrate our approach on four different data sets obtained
by fluid simulation from technical and medical applications. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After related work
in Section 2, we give an overview of our method in Section 3
followed by a detailed description of the individual building blocks.
Afterwards, we present several use cases and results, achieved with
our method, on the different data sets. Subsequently, we analyse
timing and memory consumption in Section 5 and finally conclude
our work with a discussion in Section 6, also naming possible future
developments.

2. Related Work

Glyph-based techniques are widely used for scientific visualization
to encode information. They are employed, for example, in molec-
ular dynamics [TCM06], medical applications [KWL*04], astro-
physics [WKM05] and flow simulation [BAH13]. The shape of a
glyph may be specifically designed for certain domains (e.g. glyphs
on a map or for individual data points, arrow glyphs representing
blood flow) or of simple shape like points. For visualizations it is
common to animate glyphs over consecutive frames. The resulting
motion and development of structure lead to a better understanding
of the underlying data.

For flow visualization, glyph-based and particle-based methods,
in particular, are well known. Important contributions were pre-
sented by Krüger et al. [KKKW05]. They rely on a GPU-based
approach for particle integration and rendering by Kipfer et al.
[KSW04]. Later they introduced an importance driven scale-space
approach to target visual clutter and information overload in the
work of Bürger et al. [BKKW08]. As a different application, Van
Pelt et al. used particle-level sets to enhance accuracy of interactive
dye advection [VBB*11].

2.1. Streamline selection and seeding strategies

Such techniques also target the problem of avoiding clutter high-
lighting important features in flow data. They have been well stud-
ied over the past years [MLP*10]. The specific methods vary a lot
with respect to targeted features and constraints. Most methods for
3D vector fields are based on some intelligent selection of a large
amount of pre-computed lines. Salzbrunn et al. [SS06] introduced
streamline predicates for line selection. This approach was later also
extended to pathlines [SGSM08]. McLoughlin et al. [MJL*13] pre-
sented a similarity measure for stream and path lines. Furthermore,
Tao et al. [TMWS13] contributed a unified approach for the selec-
tion of streamlines and viewpoints. Similarly, Xu et al. [XLS10]
discussed streamline selection and placement in the context of in-
formation theory. Besides these selection methods, which consider
the streamline as a whole, feature-based streamline seeding is used
placing the start point of integration in some region of interest. With
this, such methods are related to our approach but they are less
flexible and can only simulate parts of the results obtained with
autonomous particles.

2.2. Adaptive refinement

Our method is also related to adaptive refinement methods which
have been used in many contexts. Thereby, refinement is mostly

applied based on some local error measure related to the current
sampling. This is especially useful, when high accuracy is required
as, for example, for the computation of FTLE ridges [BT13]. In
contrast, our method is not targeted to ensure accuracy but to
use a given contingent of particles in an efficient way without
overhead.

Feature-based methods defining criteria for interesting regions
in vector-fields are various. Here, we summarize the most com-
monly used methods. Besides, direct measures (e.g. magnitude) we
focus on criteria for vortices and vortical behaviour. Techniques,
for the explicit extraction of vortex cores, were presented by Su-
judi and Haimes [SH95] as well as by Kasten et al. [KWP*10].
Other methods use scalar identifiers for vortex extraction. They
are mostly based on the Jacobian J (x) which is approximated
by calculating the central differences of the vectors in V in
x, y, z-direction for every sample point x ∈ D. Such measures are
more suitable for our purpose, since they do not require complex
data preprocessing and can be computed locally. Exemplary, the
method proposed by Jeong and Hussain [JH95] uses the second
largest eigenvalue λ2 of P := 1

4 ((J + J T )2 + (J − J T )2) as scalar
identifier.

Besides measures related to rotation, those related to divergence
are of interest. The finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) in-
troduced by Haller et al. [HP98] was frequently used over the
past years to identify areas of flow separation. Especially ridges
in the resulting scalar fields were often subject of investigation
in the literature. Work was undertaken in the direction of track-
ing ridges, as presented by Lipinski et al. [LM10] or in the effi-
cient computation of FTLE on both, CPUs and GPUs [CRK12] as
well as higher accuracy in computation [ÜSK*12]. Using FTLE
fields for clustering approaches was presented by Englund et al.
[ERH16].

3. Autonomous Particles

Our visualization method is based on a system of autonomous par-
ticles adapting to the flow addressing both previously mentioned
challenges, that is, the reduction of visual clutter and increase of
sampling rate in regions of interest. The main idea is that instead
of a fixed number of particles a flexible budget of autonomous
particles is used, which is divided into two categories context par-
ticles 1(a) and feature particles 1(c). Furthermore, particles have
the ability to appear, vanish or split by following simple rules for
birth, death and multiplication, this results in an intelligent sam-
pling of the flow and an efficient use of the budget. With this, flow
features are highlighted but context information is still preserved.
The adaptation requires only local field evaluations and few particle
properties keeping track of their history. Thereby, each particle ex-
plores the flow independently without communicating to any other
particle. In the following these rules will be explained in more
detail.

We use the following notation: We refer to a single particle as p,
the particles position as p(p) ∈ R

3 and particle property vector as
ω(p) ∈ R

4. The vector field V is defined as a map from D to R
3:

V : D → R
3. Where the vector of the particle p at the position p is

denoted by v(p).

c© 2018 The Authors
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Particle types: The system distinguishes between context and feature particles. (a) shows context particles only (θ1 = −10.0). The
systems sensitivity to features in the flow can be interactively steered during the run-time of the algorithm. In (b) this sensitivity is increased
(θ1 = −1.0), which results in splitting of context particles when hitting a flow feature. Further increase of the sensitivity (θ1 = −0.1) can be
observed in (c), where rendering of context particles is deactivated. For all images the λ2 criterion was used.

3.1. Requirements

Our method empowers the user to explore an unknown data set
and gain understanding without any pre-computation or data set
analysis. With this we derive the following requirements.

REQ. 1—REDUCTION OF VISUAL CLUTTER: Visual clutter as a result
of dense particle seeding is reduced.
REQ. 2—HIGHLIGHTING FLOW FEATURES: The behaviour of the
underlying flow near features, defined with respect to a user-
selected criterion, are highlighted and visualized by an increased
sampling rate.
REQ. 3—DIRECT INTERACTION: The user is able to directly control
appearance and behaviour of the autonomous particles during
its run- and in real time.
REQ. 4—HIGH PERFORMANCE: The algorithm does not perform
significantly slower then a fixed-size particle system. Ideally,
the GPU is leveraged for computation as well as rendering due
to the algorithms parallel nature.

IMPLEMENTATION: An important feature of our particle system is
its interactivity, which requires an efficient implementation. In each
subsection we address implementation details within the last para-
graph. Figure 2 gives an overview of the algorithm’s pipeline which
each particle undergoes every frame. Our current implementation
uses CUDA for computation and OpenGL for rendering. Further-
more, the implementation facilitates direct interoperability between
the CUDA and OpenGL contexts. The computation is performed by
separate CUDA kernels for different algorithm steps. Specifically,
four kernels are used for:

� Particle initialization
� Particle advection/evaluation/split and delete
� Memory defragmentation
� Particle insertion of context particles

Memory defragmentation is an integral part of our algorithm
but performed only if necessary or explicitly requested. Similarly,
context particles are only inserted if explicitly requested.

3.2. Particle and system properties

A few particle and system properties steer the overall and each parti-
cles behaviour. The main component of the system is a collection of
autonomous particles. Besides its position each particle carries four
additional properties stored in the particles property vector. These

Figure 2: The algorithm shows the steps performed in parallel for
each particle in each frame. The highlighted steps are optional and
only performed when necessary or explicitly requested.

are local velocity magnitude |v| with v = V(p), particle energy ωe,
particle generation ωg and the local evaluation of the split criterion
for rendering purposes. The energy and the generation property keep
track of the history of the particle and, as such, play a fundamental
role in controlling the split and delete events and thus the overall
behaviour of the system.

The system properties include user-defined split criteria, which
correspond to features of interest. They are evaluated by the in-
dividual particles in each calculation step. The criteria can either
be computed beforehand or on-the-fly, for example, a local evalu-
ation of the properties of the Jacobian or the particle history. Our
implementation supports both. Additionally, criteria combination is
supported.

A further central property of the system is its total particle budget
nb. During initialization, a small amount np ≤ 0.01 · nb of context
particles is created. Hence, they are not generated by a split event;
these particles can also be understood as parent particles. In fact,
we use these terms interchangeably. Then, during progression of the
system, split operations create additional particles, these are called

c© 2018 The Authors
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feature particles, which consume memory from the budget. Both,
the amount of context and feature particles vary during run-time but
their sum never exceeds the total budget np + nc ≤ nb. This particle
budget nb is an upper bound and only limited by computing power
and available memory.

IMPLEMENTATION: As stated each particle p is represented by a
position p ∈ R

3 and additional properties collected in a property
vector ω ∈ R

4. These data are stored in two vertex buffer objects
(VBOs) of size nb and updated during the individual steps. The sys-
tems particle budget nb is defined during initialization and cannot
be changed during run-time. During initialization the correspond-
ing amount of GPU memory (VBO) for rendering and computation
is allocated. Furthermore, the system stores and updates two in-
dices ic and ip . Memory index ip points the last parent particle,
that is, the location where ωg(pip−1) = 0 and 0 < ωg(pip ) ≤ gmax .
Therefore, this indicates the current amount of parent (or context)
particles in the system. Similarly, ic points to the first unused mem-
ory location, that is, the location where 0 ≤ ωg(pic−1) ≤ gmax and
ωg(pic ) = gmax + 1.

As numerical integration method we use the fourth-order Runge–
Kutta scheme with a fixed step size, as this is a good trade-off
between performance and accuracy. The vector field resides on the
GPU as 3D-texture and is interpolated linearly.

3.3. Initialization and particle birth event

Context particles are seeded during the initialization phase of our
algorithm. The start positions are either unconstrained, that is, parti-
cles are randomly inserted in the domain or constrained, that is, the
position is determined by a binary importance volume, for example,
domain sub-spaces. Their energy level ωe(p) is set to emax and their
generation property is set to zero ωg(p) = 0 flagging them as par-
ent particles. In addition, our particle system can be configured to
maintain a constant amount of context particles. For this, the system
inserts further parent particles if the count np is falling below a
desired value.

IMPLEMENTATION: Seeding the initial amount of context particles is
realized with a kernel launch. It is also responsible for determining
the initial position. Typically the amount of these particles is very
low and in the order of less than 1% of the particle budget, for all
experimented data sets. However, our method does not restrict the
number of initial parent particles in any sense.

3.4. Particle energy level and death event

The particles energy level (see Section 3.2) is reduced in every
computation step during run-time. Additionally, the amount of lost
energy is determined by a Gaussian distribution function, where the
mean value is under the control of the user during run-time (deter-
mined by σ1, see Section 3.7). If the energy level ωe falls below 0
the particle is deleted. This can be understood as deleting particles,
which did not traverse an interesting region for a specific amount of
time. The random fluctuation, determined by the Gaussian distribu-
tion function, ensures that not all particles of a certain generation
are deleted at once.

IMPLEMENTATION: The deletion of a particle is realized by flagging
its memory position as available. For this, the generation property is
set to ωg(p) = gmax + 1 which is outside of the interval [0 . . . gmax]
used for valid particles. During rendering these memory positions
are ignored and no colour or depth information is written into the
corresponding buffers.

3.5. Particle split event

A split event occurs if the local evaluation of the selected criterion
with respect to the particles sensitivity is reached. The criteria for
splitting of particles can be classified into three categories, geo-
metric, for example, distance fields, flow related, for example, λ2

criterion, vorticity and particle history, for example, local curvature
along the particles path. A particle split creates nsplit new child
particles. Furthermore, the individual particle positions are deter-
mined by adding an individual random offset to the parent particle
location. The magnitude of this displacement is configurable (see
Section 3.7). Subsequently the parent particle dies. For all examples
in this paper a split number of nsplit = 4 is used, which is a good
trade-off between exploration of a particles surrounding and pre-
venting a strong local growth in particle count. The child particles,
generated by a split event, are initialized with a generation property
increased by one compared to their parents and a maximum energy
level.

To avoid exponential increase of particles in regions where the
split criterion is fulfilled, the split sensitivity also depends on the par-
ticle generation. Therefore, a flow feature has to be more pronounced
to cause splitting of higher generation particles. Furthermore, no
splitting operation is performed if the budget nb is exhausted or
the maximum allowed generation is reached (determined by θ3, see
Section 3.7).

The process is schematically visualized for two particles in
Figure 3. These are advected with the vector field (Figure 3b). In
Figure 3(c) one of the particles (represented in gray) dies due to a
low energy level. In Figure 3(d) the splitting criteria for the second
particle is fulfilled and the particle spawns nsplit child particles. For
each child a random vector is added to the parent particles loca-
tion. The parent particle itself dies (Figure 3e). The newly spawned

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: Illustration of our algorithm. (a) initial situation with
two context particles, (b) context particles advected in the field, (c)
deletion of one context particle, (d) split of one context particle into
four feature particles. (e) deletion of parent and (f) deletion of two
particles and splitting of one into four children.

c© 2018 The Authors
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particles are added to the particle system and are treated according
to the same rules as the parent particles.

IMPLEMENTATION: Particle split events are handled as follows. If
the split criterion for a particle is fulfilled the systems checks for
available memory. Specifically, the current index ic of the next
available memory position is compared to the budget such that
np + nc + nsplit < nb since a split can only be performed if enough
memory is available. Next, the particle generation ωg(p) of the split
candidate is compared to the maximal allowed generation gmax . If
both conditions are fulfilled the index ic is updated by the executed
kernel facilitating an atomic operation, which ensures that every
other thread operates on that updated index. The positions of the
nsplit new children are determined by p(ci) = p(p) + θ4 · ri with a
unit random vector ri scaled with θ4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ nsplit . This scaling
can be interactively controlled (see Section 3.7). Generation and
energy levels are updated as described above. Specifically, a par-
ticle p of generation ωg(p) splits into c1, . . . , cnsplit

children with
ωg(ci) = ωg(p) + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ nsplit . The energy level of the child
particles is initialized with ωe(ci) = emax for 1 ≤ i ≤ nsplit . Lastly,
the memory position of the parent particle is flagged as available by
setting ωg(p) = gmax + 1.

3.6. Defragmentation

The described particle death and split events lead to fragmentation
of the linear memory and therefore to an inefficient memory us-
age. This situation is illustrated in more detail in Figure 4. After
the initialization the memory is densely packed and the index ic is
pointing to the first unused memory location, for example, the first
location where ωg = gmax + 1, see Figure 4(a). Furthermore, given
the dense packing this location is minimal. During a split operation
new particles are generated and ic is advanced accordingly. At the
same time the parent particle is deleted, Figure 4(b). Further split
and delete operations during the systems development lead to in-
creasing fragmentation as shown in Figure 4(c). To guarantee that
the algorithm does not overwrite occupied memory locations, the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Memory fragmentation and sort: Illustrative visualiza-
tion of an exemplary set of autonomous particles with np = 2 and
nb = 16. The gray boxes are empty memory locations, whereas the
coloured are occupied: (a) shows initial configuration with ic = 2,
(b) after first split event (ic = 6), (c) after further split and delete
events (ic = 10) and (d) after sorting (ic = 6).

index ic has to point to the last position where ωg(pic ) = gmax + 1
and 0 ≤ ωg(pic−1)) ≤ gmax . At this state ic is not minimal anymore.
Figure 4(c) illustrates this situation wherein the system could only
perform one additional split, for example, consuming four addi-
tional memory locations although, in total, 10 memory locations are
available, which would be enough for two splits.

The fragmentation does not influence rendering or integration
performance, however, leads to less efficient usage of the allocated
memory. Consequently, the system may not perform additional splits
even if the necessary amount of memory locations are unoccupied
but scattered within the memory segment (see Figure 4c) and there-
fore unusable. To resolve this issue a defragmentation mechanism
is integrated. This mechanism is realized with a GPU-based sorting
of the linear memory based on particle generation. This algorithm
has to ensure optimal usage of the available resources and must
not incorporate recursive calls. Possible candidates, which fulfill
the requirements are Parallel Radix Sort by Zagha et al. [ZB91]
and Bitonic Merge Sort presented by Pharr et al. [PF05]. The latter
methods’ foundation is a sorting network contributed by Batcher
et al. [Bat68] and is used in our implementation. For this, three
operations are performed:

� Sorting elements with respect to particle generation property;
� Index ic update, such that ωg(pic ) = gmax + 1 and 0 ≤

ωg(pic−1)) ≤ gmax is fulfilled and ic is minimal;
� Index ip update, such that ωg(pip ) = 0 and ωg(pip−1)) > 0 is

fulfilled and ic is minimal.

DEFRAGMENTATION: The particle data reside entirely on the GPU,
throughout the run-time of the algorithm. Thus, copying it between
device and host memory is no feasible option and would cause a
significant overhead. Therefore, an in-place GPU-based sorting al-
gorithm is used, which also exploits the computing power of the
GPU for the sorting step. Specifically, Bitonic Merge Sort [PF05],
proposed for the use with programmable graphics hardware, is inte-
grated in our system. In contrast to other implementations our variant
operates in-place, meaning that no additional memory is allocated
for the sorted sequence. Our algorithm sorts particles’ positions and
properties according to the ωg key in the property vector. The al-
gorithm sorts the elements in an ascending order, for example, an
exchange is performed if ωg(pi) > ωg(pj ) for 0 < i < j < nb. This
method fully utilizes the GPU resources and runs with nb

2 parallel
threads at all steps.

INDEX UPDATE: After sorting the memory an update step to the
index ic and ip is performed. Instead of using a linear search pattern
(O(n)) a kernel executions with nb threads (parallel complexity of
O(1)) and an atomic max operation is used to update ic and ip ,
respectively.

The resulting configuration after sort and index update steps is
illustrated in Figure 4(d). Since sorting is the most computational
expensive part of the algorithm (see Section 5) it is only performed
in so-called sorting frames. Specifically, the adaptive sort mode
performs a sort and index update if ic ≥ 0.75nb and ic ≤ 0.99nb.
This metric prevents the system of performing costly sorting steps
when this is not necessary (ic ≥ 0.75nb) or not beneficial (ic ≥
0.99nb). As example, the results shown in Figure 7 are achieved
with only one sorting frame out of 45 frames in total. Note that the

c© 2018 The Authors
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set of autonomous particles is configurable to never sort, adaptive
sort and always sort. Furthermore, the before-mentioned insertion
of context particles (see Section 3.3) requires a configuration of
always sort.

3.7. Interactive control

Besides the algorithms configuration (e.g. particle budget nb, sort-
ing scheme, count nsplit of spawned children during split events)
there are few parameters to interactively control the behaviour of
the system. They influence the algorithm itself and the particle sensi-
tivity for splitting. In our implementation two vectors θ, σ ∈ R

4 are
passed to the CUDA kernel as launch parameters, in every frame:

� θ1: General split sensitivity for p with ωg(p) = 0
� θ2: Additional split sensitivity for p with 0 < ωg(p) ≤ gmax

� θ3: Maximal allowed particle generation
� θ4: Magnitude of children displacement vector
� σ1: Amount of particle energy loss

Currently three components of σ are unused and available for
future development.

Parameters related to particle split events are as follows:

PARAMETER θ1 controls the threshold of splitting. No splitting
operation occurs, if the local value of the selected flow field
measure, is below (e.g. λ2) or above (e.g. velocity magnitude)
this threshold. It influences the general sensitivity of the system.
PARAMETER θ2 controls the additional sensitivity against the se-
lected flow field measure(s) for higher generations. Given this,
a particle with a higher generation needs a stronger measure to
perform a split. This prevents rapidly firing split events, when
particles reach a critical area. With this the evaluation of the cur-
rent flow criteria follows S(p) < θ1 − θ2 · ωg(p) for a negative
scalar measure like the λ2 criterion.
PARAMETER θ3 determines the upper limit of maximal allowed
particle generations. Specifically, a particle p is only split if it has
a generation property with ωg(p) ≤ θ3. This parameter prevents
an early exhaustion of the particle budget nb and determines
gmax .
PARAMETER θ4 controls the distance of the displacement of the
children relative to their parent particle. Thus, all nsplit children
lie on a sphere with radius θ4 centered around the generating
particle. Higher values can lead to faster exploration of the
surrounding of a specific location, whereas smaller values keep
particles closer together and increase local density.

Parameters related to particle delete events are:

Parameter σ1 defines the energy loss of the particles in every
frame. It thus determines the lifetime of the particles which die
if the energy level falls bellow zero. The effect is that particles
disappear in uninteresting regions. To prevent the simultaneous
death of many particles and achieve a higher frame coherence
the energy loss follows a Gaussian distribution with mean value
μ = σ1. The standard deviation is configurable and set to σ =
0.2 · μ in our current implementation.

3.8. Rendering

Our particle rendering uses sphere impostors supporting two differ-
ent rendering modes exemplary:

� A deferred shading pipeline
� A forward rendering mode.

The deferred shading pipeline uses post processing for the cal-
culation of screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO) and physically
based shading (PBS). Whereas, the forward rendering mode is con-
figured to disable depth testing and used for density projection. In
general more rendering styles, like transparent particles, can be sup-
ported by our prototype. For this a depth-based sorting on fragment
level for correct blending calculation is necessary. However, a dis-
cussion on particle rendering techniques is out of the scope of this
paper.

SPHERE IMPOSTORS: To ensure low memory usage and high ren-
dering performance each particle is represented as a position in 3D
space and a 4D property vector (see Section 3.2). During rendering
a screen-aligned quad is positioned at each particles location. This
is realized by using instanced drawing instead of a relatively slow
geometry shader. Each quad is coloured by a user-selected attribute,
where the user can choose from.

� Particle attributes, for example, particle generation, particle en-
ergy

� Local field measures, for example, velocity magnitude
� Used split criterion, for example, λ2, curvature, geometric dis-

tance.

These attributes are mapped onto a user defined colour scale.
Each quad is then clipped, which results in screen-aligned circles.
Texture coordinates are used to generate normals. After performing
the depth test, all necessary information is written to the G Buffer
for lighting calculation in a post-processing step (deferred shading
[PFG05, Lau10, SBF15]).

DEFERRED SHADING AND SSAO: Local lighting information makes
it possible to distinguish single particles by visually separating them
from each other. Whereas, overlaps or cavities are not easy per-
ceptible with this approach. Eichelbaum et al. [EHS13] demon-
strated how ambient occlusion enhances the spatial relationship of
lines. The visualization of complex molecule structures also benefit
from additional ambient occlusion as demonstrated by Tarini et al.
[TCM06]. Gribble et al. [GP06] used a combination of ambient oc-
clusion and diffuse inter-reflections to create more realistic particle
visualizations, which was confirmed in a user study. However, this
technique relies on an expensive pre-computation step.

We use a occlusion-based metric for the calculation of ambient
light. Methods in this direction are widely known as SSAO and first
introduced by CryTec [Mit07, Kaj09]. Bavoil et al. [BSD08] pro-
posed an alternative approach by using Horizon Mapping [Max88]
on the depth buffer for the occlusion approximation. With this, over-
laps and cavities can be differentiated from other clusters. The user
can freely decide, during run-time, how much contribution of each
individual lighting term he wants to see in the resulting visualiza-
tion. Furthermore, the trade-off between quality and performance,
of the ambient occlusion approximation, can be tweaked during

c© 2018 The Authors
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run-time. With this interactive frame-rates are achieved without
compromising visual quality of the visualization. Note that all our
images, except Figure 3, 2 and 4, in this paper are based on actual
screenshots of our framework.

DENSITY PROJECTION: Besides deferred shading, our framework
allows visualization of particles via density projection as second
rendering technique. This method is based on the approach of Kuhn
et al. [KLG*13] for rendering integral lines and adapted to point
rendering. Unlike enhancing the perception of spatial relation be-
tween objects or primitives (SSAO), this technique unveils the local
density by deactivating the depth test and using a blend operation on
the framebuffer. With this, we can directly visualize particle density
in a frame-coherent manner and therefore unveil inner structures of
point clusters. Figure 7(c) and 5(d) have been rendered by utilizing
this approach.

4. Application Cases

For the demonstration of the effectiveness of the proposed method
data sets related to technical and medical flow simulation have been
chosen. For the first group the well-known, as benchmark data set,
and the delta wing were used. The second group is formed by
two aneurysm simulations from the CFD Rupture Challenge 2013
[BRB*15].

KÁRMÁN VORTEX STREET: The data set represents a simulation
of a 3D flow around an obstacle, in our case a squared cylinder.
Furthermore, the left boundary plane represents the inflow and the
right boundary plane the outflow. We use this data set to illustrate the

variability of the system in terms of splitting parameters and criteria.
We use the data set in two different configurations the original form
and with subtracted mean flow. All results have been achieved by
randomly inserting parent particles within the domain. Furthermore,
the system has been configured to constantly insert parent particles,
providing context information.

Different split criteria are compared in Figure 6. Figure 6(a)
uses the curvature of the corresponding streamline, approximated
as angle between the current and last integration step, as splitting
criterion and a relatively long particle live time, which is realized by
a low energy loss per computation step. The resulting particle flow
highlights the vortex behind the cylinder, which is the only region
with high line curvature. The particle stream nicely summarizes the
particle movement in the data. The second image 6(b) facilitates
λ2. The result is a high splitting rate also in the vortices further
downstream in the flow. Since these vortices are hidden by the
strong mean flow they emphasized features that are not directly
visible in the particle movement.

The distance to the obstacle has been used in the second row.
Due to the proximity of the dominant vortex in the flow also this
configuration emphasizes the first vortex. These images display the
impact of changing the particle displacement θ4 during split events.
Decreasing this value can be used to generate sharper line like
structure.

In Figure 5, the mean flow has been subtracted. In this setting
the particle flow is coherent with the λ2 criterion which has been
used for all examples. A high particle concentration in all vortices
can be observed. In image 5(a) the rendering of parent particles has

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Kármán Vortex Street: Images show the Kármán Vortex Street after subtraction of the laminar flow field. Colour encodes: (a)
velocity magnitude, (b) particle energy level, (c) particle generation, (d) particle density. Figure (a) shows calculation step 48, whereas (b)
and (c) show the system in a more developed state. Used parameters are: nb = 4 · 106, θ1 = −0.1, θ2 = 0.1, θ3 = 0.6, θ4 = 0.25, σ1 = 0.25.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Kármán Vortex Street: Different split criteria for the Kármán Vortex Street. Colour encodes velocity magnitude in all images. In
Figure (a) the curvature of the streamline is used for splitting, in (b) λ2 is used as split criterion. In the second row the geometric distance
field to the obstacle is used. For (c) and (c) the magnitude of the displacement θ4 has been decreased which results in more line like structures.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Delta wing: Overview of data set after computing 45 steps. Seeding is constrained to a binary importance volume, which
is rendered as bounding box. For (a) colour encodes local velocity magnitude, whereas for (b) colour encodes particle energy level.
Particle density projection is used for revealing inner structures in (c), therefore transparency depicts particle density. Used parameters are:
nb = 1 · 106, θ1 = −0.1, θ2 = 0.1, θ3 = 0.6, θ4 = 0.15, σ1 = 0.15.

been deactivated and colour encodes velocity magnitude. A further
developed state of the system is shown by Figures 5(b) and 5(c).
Here, colour encodes particle energy level and particle generation,
respectively. Lastly, Figure 5(d) shows a density projection of the
particles. This rendering style is especially useful for still images.

DELTA WING: This simulation data set describes the flow around
a simplified aircraft geometry often referred to as ‘delta wing’. For
this type of aircraft geometry the uplift is generated by vortices
forming at both sides of the wing.

For this data set particle seeding has been constrained to a bi-
nary importance volume. Again, our system has been configured
to constantly insert particles within this volume. These few parent
particles act as a source for continuous splitting near the wings
tip. Primary and secondary vortex structures are found and auto-
matically highlighted by our method. With the help of little user
interaction our method revealed all vortices clearly. Besides that the
inner structures of the two big vortices were observable (Figure 7c)
by utilizing density projection.

FLOW IN AN ANEURYSM: CFD Challenge Case 1 and 2: Simulations
depicting the blood flow within two aneurysm data sets presented
for the CFD Challenge in 2013. In both data sets, complex flow
structures are formed within the aneurysm sack.

Snapshots of our particle system are shown in Figure 8 and
Figure 9. First experiments using the λ2 criterion were not as suc-
cessful and did not extract the internal vortex structure as expected.
The λ2 value close to the boundary is much stronger than in the vor-
tex of interest and dominates the adaptive splitting (see Figure 8c).
Instead the autonomous particle system has been configured to uti-
lize line curvature based on the particle history as split criterion.
With this, the normalized angle between the last and current inte-
gration step is evaluated and a particle is split if this measure falls
under the current θ1 value. This criterion emphasizes the internal
structures of the flow clearly. The few particles near the wall pro-
vide necessary context information to instantly gain understanding
of the flow behaviour within the aneurysm sack (see Figure 8a).
During run-time the sensitivity against the criterion has been de-
creased and with this the vortex core structure isolated. This area of
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Aneurysm Case 1: Results for the ‘Computational Fluid Dynamics Rupture Challenge 2013’ data set. As split criterion the local
particle history, i.e. angle between current and last integration step was used. Figure (a) shows the inner part of the complex vortex within
the aneurysm sack. For (b) the sensitivity is reduced, this leads to a harder condition and therefore a smaller split region. Particles near
the inner wall provide context information. Iso-surfaces of the λ2 are shown in (c) for an iso-value of −0.05 and −0.15, respectively. When
used, this criterion results in a less beneficial particle distribution leading to occlusion and under-sampling, since it does not cover the
vortex structure clearly. Colour encodes velocity magnitude. Used parameters are: nb = 1 · 106, θ1 = 0.8, θ2 = 0.1, θ3 = 0.8, θ4 = 0.15,
σ1 = 0.15.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Aneurysm Case 2: Results for the ‘Computational Fluid Dynamics Rupture Challenge 2013’ data sets. As split criterion λ2 was
used. This data set is especially challenging. Compared to Figure 8 the inner vortex structures are not as pronounced but the data sets
complex flow behaviour can still be well understood. Colour encodes velocity magnitude. Used parameters are: nb = 2 · 106, θ1 = −0.1, θ2 =
1.0, θ3 = 0.6, θ4 = 0.15, σ1 = 0.05.

relatively low velocity magnitude, encoded as colour in both images,
can be clearly observed.

In contrast, utilization of the λ2 criterion lead to the visualizations
shown in Figure 9. The vortex is not as pronounced when compared
to the former shown Case 1 but the complex flow behaviour can still
be understood. Here, particles where seeded in a spherical region
located in the inflow vessel of the aneurysm.

The shown results demonstrate the flexibility of our method,
which performed excellent on all data sets. Important flow features
were highlighted easily and context information still preserved.

5. Performance Evaluation

All conducted tests were performed on a workstation with a one
Xeon E5-1650v4 running at 3.6 GHz, 64 GB system memory and
an nVidia Geforce 1080TI graphics card driving two QHD (2560 ×
1440) displays.

ALGORITHM TIMINGS: The first observation one can make is that
particle advection, including split and delete operations, are the
least and the defragmentation the most time-consuming part of our
algorithm. Table 1 provides detailed timing information for differ-
ent particle system configurations. Furthermore, we compare these
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Table 1: Algorithm timings of our method. Measurements are conducted
multiple times and the average time is listed. Memory defragmentation is
the most expensive step in our algorithm but not performed for every frame.
Our system has a penalty of 30–50% in the advection step compared to a
non adaptive (classic) system.

Budget nb · 106 0.26 1.04 4.19 8.38 –

Advection (classic) 0.4 0.6 1.6 2.9 ms
Advection (adaptive) 0.6 0.8 2.8 4.1 ms
Defragmentation 9.8 19.1 57.2 116.1 ms
Total 10.4 19.9 60.0 120.2 ms
Overhead 50.0 33.3 33.3 41.3 %

Table 2: Memory consumption for the individual data sets. For the total
value nb = 8 · 106 as an upper bound (224 MB), and the G-Buffer (225 MB)
were considered.

Data set Kármán Delta wing Cases 1 & 2 –

Vector field 8.8 47.6 512.0 MB
Scalar field 2.2 11.9 128.0 MB
Total 458.0 506.5 1089.0 MB

timings to a non-adaptive version running under the same condi-
tions. A direct comparison is difficult, since our proposed method
provides a smarter sampling of the domain and therefore uses less
particles than a traditional system.

MEMORY CONSUMPTION: Since our algorithm is running entirely on
the GPU, we focus on the GPU memory only. We consider the three
main parts, where GPU memory is consumed. First, data set storage.
Second, the set of autonomous particles. Third, rendering, as well
as post-processing (e.g. deferred shading and SSAO).

The vector fields are uploaded once as a four-channel texture (see
Section 3.2) and therefore consume four 32-bit floating-point values
for each element. If an additional pre-computed scalar field is used,
we store an additional one-channel 32-bit texture.

The second part is the particle system itself. For this the GPU
memory is allocated once during initialization. The amount of
consumed memory is proportional to nb and the amount of at-
tributes per particle. Currently, two vertex attributes for each par-
ticle bound to the particle systems vertex array object (VAO) are
stored. Specifically, three 32-bit floating-point values encoding po-
sition and four 32-bit values reserved for properties per particle are
used. With this, the memory consumption of the particle system is
7 · nb bytes, which results in 28 MB, 112 MB and 224 MB for sizes
of nb = 1 · 106, nb = 4 · 106, nb = 8 · 106, respectively.

Lastly, additional graphics memory is consumed for our deferred
shading and post processing approach. Our G-Buffer implementa-
tion uses four 32-bit floating point RGBA textures with a resolu-
tion of 2560 × 1440 pixels which results in a memory consump-
tion of 225 MB. The resulting memory consumption is listed in
Table 2. Note that the memory for the particle system as well as
deferred shading and post-processing do not depend on the used
data set.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Observing moving particles is a powerful way to experience a flow
[BKKW08]. To facilitate this experience for a large class of differ-
ent flows has been the main motivation for our work. This means
building a system capable of handling large sets of particles, reduc-
ing visual clutter while highlighting the flow in regions of interest.
A system that automatically handles the trade-off between sparse
and dense seeding. Thereby the notion of an ‘interesting region’ is
treated as a flexible concept. These goals have been implemented
by the introduction of autonomous particles, which explore the flow
by themselves, only communicating with the local field properties
at their current position. The results given in Section 4 clearly show
that the set of autonomous particles fulfill these goals expressed in
the targeted requirements Req.1 and Req.2 described in Section 3.

Through few intuitive parameters, our approach is easily control-
lable and flexible to target different usage scenarios, as described in
Req.3. The setting of the few control parameters and the used split
criterion provide a simple and meaningful way to steer the system.
The resulting effect on the visualization when changing individual
parameters can be observed in the accompanying video. The pre-
sented method is purely GPU-based. It is interactive also for large
sets of particles. The performance evaluation in Section 5 proves
that the proposed method does not perform significantly slower than
a traditional particle system and therefore fulfills Req.4. Since the
concept of autonomous particles is parallel in nature, it can also
serve as a basis for distributed and cluster-based methods targeting
the ever-growing size of flow data sets. Additionally, our method
does not rely on pre-computation or field analysis, which is highly
beneficial in the context of streaming and time-dependent data.

In summary, the system serves as smart sampling of the underly-
ing flow providing insight in flow features within necessary context
information. The results from the automatic adaptation of the parti-
cle density are not achievable by simple adjustment of the seeding
strategy with classic particle systems. Observing moving particles
supports an intuitive way of understanding flow phenomena in un-
known data or known data for more detailed inspection. As such,
it is a powerful and easy to control method for explorative flow
visualization or as complement for other visualization techniques.

Results of streamline selection and placement methods can, de-
pending on the criteria, deliver similar results but are in general
targeting different goals. Our method can certainly not replace such
approaches since the quality of a particle path is never evaluated as
a whole; it is also not possible to consider view dependence with
autonomous particles. On the other hand, our method avoids the
expensive pre-computation of streamlines which will never be ren-
dered, it can directly be applied to an unknown data set using a fixed
budget of particles in an efficient way to render the data at hand.
Methods, which rely on comparison of streamlines and clustering
directly counteract with the idea of autonomous particles that do not
know anything of each other.

During our experiments we found that the system reaches a steady
state frequently, meaning that the particle count in total stays almost
constant and deletion as well as split and insertion operations level
each other out with respect to particle count. This is a desirable
behaviour and is intended, meaning that a smart sampling of the
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data set (i.e. high density in areas of interest, low density but context
information in other areas) is found in a consistent manner.

In the current setting the method targets static data sets and can-
not directly deal with unsteady flows. Principally the concept is
transferable to time-dependent data sets, however it would require a
reformulation of the split and delete criteria as well as seeding and
some of the rendering strategies to be able to handle path, streak
and time line and surface like structures. Given this, we consider
the handling of time-dependent data sets as future work.
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